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BORESCOPE NEWS

 {First Name},

ViewTech Borescopes continues to be the recommended and preferred

nondestructive testing (NDT) visual inspection tool utilized across North America

with their VJ-3 video borescope. With thousands of users relying on their VJ-3 to

improve maintenance, inspection and repair processes, two of ViewTech's newest

clients include a semiconductor company and a marine transportation company.

Read More

INDUSTRY NEWS

Four New Products for Weld InspectionFour New Products for Weld Inspection

Weld inspections allow for various
characteristics of the weld to be
evaluated to ensure its quality,
reliability and suitability for a particular
application. Many of the modern
conveniences we rely on every day,
from kitchen gadgets to the vehicles
that grant us safe travel, have welds
that have been inspected for our safety.
There are a multitude of tools and
devices that facilitate weld inspections,
with dozens of new products released
every year.

READ MORE

Hidden Waviness: When MeasuringHidden Waviness: When Measuring
Roughness Cannot Solve QualityRoughness Cannot Solve Quality
ChallengesChallenges

Specifications for surface texture
frequently focus on "roughness" - the
finer structures in the texture - often to
the exclusion of "waviness" - the larger
structure of the texture. Unfortunately,
problems related to sealing, vibration,
noise, wear, etc., are regularly caused
by issues hidden in the waviness
domain, which cannot be captured by
common roughness specifications.

READ MORE
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Louisiana - Oil and Gas Hotbed -Louisiana - Oil and Gas Hotbed -
Seeks 'Net Zero' Greenhouse GasSeeks 'Net Zero' Greenhouse Gas
Emissions by 2050Emissions by 2050

Louisiana, one of the major producers
of oil and gas in the U.S., has set a
target of reaching "net zero"
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050,
according to an executive order issued
by Democratic Governor John Bel
Edwards on Wednesday, seeking to
limit the impact of climate change in a
state especially vulnerable to its
effects.

READ MORE

Coast Guard Medevacs Injured HikerCoast Guard Medevacs Injured Hiker
Off Michigan's Remote Isle RoyaleOff Michigan's Remote Isle Royale

When authorities received word of an
injured hiker who needed a medevac lift
off Isle Royale, a remote Michigan
island archipelago in Lake Superior, the
U.S. Coast Guard swung into action.

READ MORE

UPCOMING TRADESHOWS

Automotive Testing ExpoAutomotive Testing Expo
October 27-29, 2020

Novi, MI

NAAA Ag Aviation ExpoNAAA Ag Aviation Expo
December 7-10, 2020

Savannah, GA

SEE THE VJ-3 SEE THE VJ-3 IN ACTIONIN ACTION

Our most advanced scope yet from the RVI experts
who brought you the VJ and VJ-Advance.
Text Lin
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